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Thermophysical properties and conduction mechanisms in AsxSe12x

chalcogenide glasses ranging from x 5 0.2 to 0.5
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The arsenic (As) to selenium (Se) ratio in AsxSe1-x glasses ranging from x¼ 0.2 to 0.5 was varied

in order to examine the effect of chemical and topological ordering on the glass’ thermal transport

behavior. The fundamental thermal properties of glass transition temperature (Tg), thermal

conductivity (k), and heat capacity (cp) were experimentally measured using differential scanning

calorimetry, transient plane source method, and ultrasonic testing. Based on topological constraint

theory, inflections in Tg and k were found at the structural coordination number hri of 2.4, whereas

a slight increase in heat capacity (cp) with increasing hri was observed. A maximum in total

thermal conductivity of 0.232 W/m�K was measured for the composition with x¼ 0.4, which

corresponds to the stoichiometric As2Se3. Gas kinetic theory was used to derive an expression for

the photon (kp) portion of thermal conductivity, which was calculated by measurements of the

glass’ absorption coefficient (a) and refractive index (n). Models based on Debye theory were used

to derive expressions for specific heat (cv) and the lattice (kl) portion of thermal conductivity. The

maximum value for kp was 0.173 W/m�K for the composition with x¼ 0.2, and a minimum value

of 0.144 W/m�K was measured for the composition with x¼ 0.4. Photonic conduction was found to

be the dominant carrier mechanisms in all compositions, comprising 60% to 95% of the measured

total thermal conductivity. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4962446]

I. INTRODUCTION

Chalcogenide glasses (ChGs) contain a chalcogen element,

such as sulfur (S), selenium (Se), or tellurium (Te), and are usu-

ally accompanied by glass modifiers such as Arsenic (As),

Antimony (Sb), Germanium (Ge), or Gallium (Ga).1 ChGs gen-

erally exhibit high refractive indices, optical nonlinearity,

photo-sensitivity, and phase-change ability.2,3 Additionally,

they have been evaluated using laser structural modification,

making them attractive for diverse optical applications in bulk,

thin film, and fiber form.4–8 These properties make them suit-

able for systems including thermal imaging, night vision, CO

and CO2 laser power delivery, and remote chemical

analysis.9–14

Rare earth (RE) doped chalcogenide (ChG) glasses have

gained scientific interest due to their potential as optical ampli-

fiers and laser gain media in the infrared (IR) waveband.15 High

quantum efficiency fluorescence in the IR regime is possible

due to the low phonon energies (400–450 cm�1 in sulfides and

350 cm�1 in selenides),16,17 which results in low non-radiative

decay rates of rare earth energy levels. The low phonon energy

is partially due to the large mass of the constituent atoms and

the relatively weak bonds of the resulting structure.17 Emission

efficiency is further improved in ChGs by their high refractive

index, which leads to high emission cross-sections.15,18–21

Understanding fundamental heat transfer in well studied compo-

sitions such as binary As-Se glasses could lead to further insight

into the interactions between photons and phonons, leading to

further improvements in active optical properties.

Despite the attractive properties which have led to such

expanded interest in the past decade, the full potential of

multi-component ChGs has yet to be realized. This may be

in part due to the demanding technical challenges of their

synthesis and intrinsic limitations of their thermal and

mechanical properties, defined by their chemical and struc-

tural make-up. Glasses must be quenched rapidly from a

melt to prevent the reorganization of the atoms to a more

favorable crystalline structure.22 If the kinetics of glass for-

mation are examined, the critical cooling rate required to

yield a glass can be defined as

dT

dt
� Tm � Tnð ÞDT

L2
c

; (1)

where Tm is the temperature of the melt at time zero, Tn rep-

resents the nose of the time-temperature-transformation

(TTT) curve for the glass forming melt, DT is the thermal

diffusivity of the melt, and LC is the maximum obtainable

thickness of the glass.22 Extremely low thermal diffusivity,

low thermal shock resistance, and high coefficients of ther-

mal expansion (CTE) can make processing of large, bulk

ChG parts challenging.23–27 Such attributes also impact ChG

optical design, and fabrication approaches defined by glass

viscosity, relaxation behavior, and thermo-optic properties

which can directly impact manufacturing methods.28–30

Thermal diffusivity, DT , is directly related to total thermal

conductivity, kT , through Equation (2)

kT ¼ DTcpq; (2)

where DT is the thermal diffusivity, cp is the heat capacity,

and q is the bulk density.31 Low thermal conductivity leads
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to large, thermally induced stress gradients which can often

lead to brittle fracture and catastrophic failure during the

melt quench procedure caused by the relatively weak inter-

atomic bonding present in most ChGs.32 Understanding

fundamental heat transfer in well studied binary ChG com-

positions such as As-Se will help enhance thermophysical

properties and synthesis potential in more complex

compositions.

There exists a large discrepancy in the reported thermal

property values for binary AsxSe1-x ChGs.23,25–27 Examining

one of the most widely studied compositions, stoichiometric

As2Se3 has reported glass transition temperatures ranging

from 167 to 196 �C which represents a 15% difference in Tg.

Similar trends are observed in reported values for thermal

conductivity, as values for stoichiometric As2Se3 range from

0.21 to 0.49 W/m�K which represents a factor of two varia-

tion. One source of discrepancies could be due to variations

in glass processing routes leading to differences in thermal

history and ultimately glass structure. The exact variations

are hard to identify as some studies are vague or give little

information on the melt quench method utilized.25,33

Another source of discrepancy could also be due to differ-

ences of purity levels in the melted material, which are often

not specified. Older studies (i.e., 1970s25) show data on

glasses with purity levels around 3 N with no mention of

annealing protocols used following glass formation, whereas

more recent works cite 5 N purity elements in addition to uti-

lizing post quench annealing procedures to reduce residual

stresses.1 With regards to conductivity measurements, there

are multiple steady state and transient temperature measure-

ment methods used within the literature.23,25–27 Most steady

state methods are performed by a comparative method in

which a specimen is sandwiched between two reference

materials in an insulated furnace, and thermal conductivity is

determined through Fourier heat transfer analysis after the

system has reached equilibrium. This method can be chal-

lenging due to multiple measurement points and the neces-

sity of having the entire furnace at equilibrium. Transient

methods involve a heat source or pulse in which the time-

dependent temperature response of the material is then mea-

sured. This method is simpler than the steady state method,

since no reference materials are needed and as little as one

measurement point is required. Due to these differences in

measurement methods, as well as material purity and proc-

essing conditions, reported values may not reflect the intrin-

sic thermal properties for high purity As-Se compositions.

This study aims to measure the fundamental thermo-

physical properties and determine the intrinsic heat transport

mechanisms in high purity AsxSe1-x compositions with x

ranging from 0.2 to 0.5. A modern transient measurement

technique will be used to systematically measure the overall

thermal conductivity, kT , around the floppy to rigid topologi-

cal transition (hri¼ 2.4); this effort will separate kT into its

discrete photon, phonon (lattice), and electronic contribu-

tions to assess the dominant carrier mechanisms. Findings

will be used to further understand how knowledge of these

specific mechanisms can be employed in future design

efforts to process ChG materials with targeted thermal

properties.

II. THEORY

The fundamental metric used to describe the covalent

network topology is the average coordination number, here

denoted as hri.34 For covalent glasses like chalcogenides,

this number is computed based on the atomic (molar) frac-

tion (fi) of a given atomic component and that element’s

coordination number (mi)

hri ¼
X

i

fimi: (3)

In this work, the coordination number is obtained by the

“8-N” rule, where N is the number of valence electrons.35–37

Total thermal conductivity, kT , is the measurement of a

materials ability to transport thermal energy. Based on kinetic

gas theory, this property can be expressed through Equation (4)

kT ¼
X

i¼l;e;p

1

3
cpi

vikiq; (4)

where cpi
is the heat capacity, vi is the carrier velocity, ki is

the mean free path of the carrier, and q is the bulk density.38,39

Thermal energy can be transported through a solid material

by three independent carrier mechanisms. These mechanisms

include phonon transport (via the glass lattice’s atomic

bonds), electron transport (through free electron carriers), and

photon transport (via material response to electromagnetic

radiation).38–40 Hence, total thermal conductivity, kT , is com-

prised of a summation of lattice (kl), photon (kp), and electron

(ke) components as depicted in the following equation:

kT ¼ kp þ kl þ ke: (5)

In order to determine the relative photon, lattice, and elec-

tron fractions to the total thermal conductivity, kT , several

simplifying assumptions and continuum models were used.

First, As-Se is an amorphous semiconductor with an

electrical resistivity of �1012 X�cm at 300 K.41 Using the

Wiedemann–Franz law with the theoretical Lorenz number,

the electronic portion of thermal conductivity, ke; for As2Se3

would be expected to be small, calculated to be near 10�20

W/m�K. Based on this analysis, the electronic contribution

has been ignored in the present work, leaving just photon

and lattice thermal conductivity to be quantified. Although it

is difficult to measure lattice thermal conductivity directly, a

simple equation for photon conduction, kp; can be derived

from gas kinetic theory as42,43

kp ¼
16

3

� �
rSBn2T3

a
; (6)

where rSB is the Stephan–Boltzmann constant, n is the

refractive index, T is the temperature, and a is the absorption

coefficient for the material. Using Equation (6), photon ther-

mal conduction can be calculated with measurements of the

average absorption coefficient and refractive index over the

transmissive regime. If ke is ignored, and there is a direct

measurement of kT along with a calculation of kp, kl can be

determined mathematically.

Debye’s model of the phonon spectrum and Slack’s

model for high temperature (T � hD) thermal conductivity

145101-2 Lonergan et al. J. Appl. Phys. 120, 145101 (2016)
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were used to verify the mathematical calculations of kl. Both

models are based on quantum mechanics principles of discrete

vibrational energy levels. The Debye theory is based around

the simplification that a linear relation exists for all angular

phonon frequencies, xðq; sÞÞ, in the long-wavelength limit or

for small wave numbers (q). s is an index which refers to

phonon modes (i.e., longitudinal and transverse branches).

Debye assumed a constant value Cðq; sÞ ¼ CD such that the

maximum phonon frequency, or the Debye frequency, was

equivalent to the following equation:39

xd ¼ CdqD ¼ 2pvD; (7)

where vD is the ordinary Debye frequency and qD is the

Debye wave number and can be expressed as

qD ¼ ð6p2N=VÞ1=3 ¼ ð3qNAr=4p �MÞ1=3; (8)

where N is the number of atoms per unit volume, V is the

crystal volume, r is the number of atoms in the molecule, �M
is the average molecular weight, NA is Avagadro’s number,

and q is the density. In a real solid, CD is anisotropic and dif-

ferent for longitudinal and transverse acoustic branches

which can expressed by Equation (9)

3

C3
D

¼ 1

C3
L

þ 2

C3
T

: (9)

The Debye temperature for an acoustic phonon, shown

in Eq. (10), is a measure of the maximum phonon

frequency

hD ¼
hxD

kB
; (10)

where h is the Planck’s constant and kB is the Boltzmann’s

constant.44 Combining Equation (7) through (10), the Debye

temperature can be expressed as shown45

hD¼
hxD

kB
¼ h

kB

3qNAr

4p �M

� �1=3
1=C3

L

� �
þ 2=C3

T

� �
3

� ��1=3

: (11)

By associating phonon energy with the vibration modes, the

speed of sound within a solid can be used to determine the

total energy of the lattice vibrations using Einstein-Bose sta-

tistics as shown in the following equation:39,46,47

U ¼ 3

ðEmax

0

E

eE=kBT � 1
dE: (12)

The phonon energy, E, can be expressed as

E ¼ hvi ¼
hCDs

2d
; (13)

where d is the edge length of the unit cell. Therefore, the spe-

cific heat can be obtained by taking the derivative of Eq.

(12), which gives the following expression:39,46,47

cv ¼ 9NkB
T

hD

� �3 ðhD=T

0

x4ex

ex � 1ð Þ2
dx; (14)

where T is the temperature of the material and x is expressed

as

x ¼ hCDs

2dkBT
: (15)

A comprehensive model for the lattice thermal conductivity

of a solid requires the knowledge of the phonon spectrum,

Gr€uneisen constant, as well as an understanding of the vari-

ous types of phonon scattering rates and their temperature

and frequency dependencies. Morelli and Slack44 developed

a simplified model for lattice thermal conductivity for mole-

cules with multiple atoms per unit cell. This model is appli-

cable for materials at temperatures near or past the Debye

temperature in which the Umklapp scattering process is the

dominant mechanism. For these molecules, Morelli and

Slack gave the following expression:44,48

kl ¼ A
�Mh3

Dd

c2TP2=3
; (16)

where P is the atoms per unit cell and A is a constant based

on the Gr€uneisen parameter, c, as shown in the following

equation:49,50

A ¼ 2:43 � 10�8

1� 0:514=cþ 0:228=c2
: (17)

Therefore, with experimental or computational measure-

ments of CL; CT , q, P, and d, the thermophysical properties

that arise from lattice vibrations within a solid can be

simulated.

III. PROCEDURE

Twenty-five grams of high purity elemental starting

materials (As: Alfa Aesar 5 N, Se: Alfa Aesar 5 N) were

batched in 10 mm diameter quartz ampules inside a nitrogen

purged glove box. After batching, the ampules were evacu-

ated under vacuum (10�3 mm Hg) and sealed with a gas oxy-

gen torch. The ampules were then heated to 700 �C for 12 h

utilizing a ramp rate of 2 �C/min. The melts were constantly

rocked to ensure melt homogeneity. After at least 12 h at

700 �C, the temperature was lowered to 600 �C, at which

point the ampules were removed from the furnace and forced

air quenched. Finally, each glass was annealed at 40 �C
below its Tg for 12 h to ensure stress relaxation of the bulk

structure.

Characteristic structure analyses were performed with

density and Raman spectroscopy measurements, while tem-

perature analysis was performed using glass transition tem-

perature measurements. The density of the bulk glass was

measured by the Archimedes’ method using room tempera-

ture water as the submersion medium. The glass transition

temperatures of the As-Se glasses were determined by a

Netzsch (DSC F1 Phoenix, Boston, MA) differential scan-

ning calorimeter (DSC). Bulk glass samples were cut using a

diamond edge saw blade and crushed to a powder using a

mortar and pestle. Approximately 20 mg of glass powder

was sealed in an Al pan and heated at a rate of 10 �C/min in

145101-3 Lonergan et al. J. Appl. Phys. 120, 145101 (2016)
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the DSC. The glass transition temperature was taken as the

inflection point of the endotherm in the heat flow curve.

Information on the glassy structure was obtained through

Raman analysis. The Raman spectra were measured with a

resolution of 1 cm�1 using an average of 15 scans and were

obtained by a Bruker SENTERRA Raman Microscope. The

excitation was provided by a k¼ 785 nm laser with an output

power of 1 mW.

The average absorption coefficient for each composition

was measured with both Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR)

(Thermo Scientific Nicolet is5) and UltraViolet-Visible (UV-

Vis) spectroscopy (Cary 500 UV-Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer)

at room temperature. For both techniques, the 10 mm diameter

bulk glass rods were cut into nominally 2.0 mm thick slices.

The discs were then ground and polished to a 0.5 lm finish.

Transmittance (Tr) was collected with both the FTIR and

UV-Vis, after background spectra were subtracted in order to

account for ambient H2O and CO2. The experimental data were

expressed in terms of intensity through the following equation:

Tr ¼ IT

I0

; (18)

where IT is the intensity of the light after it passes through

the sample and Io is the light intensity before the sample.

The transmission curves were converted to absorbance (A)

using Eq. (19)

A ¼ log10

1

Tr

� �
(19)

and the absorption coefficient, a, was then related to absor-

bance by the relation shown in the following equation:

a ¼ A

l
; (20)

where l is the thickness of the specimen. The refractive indi-

ces of the bulk glasses were measured at a wavelength of

4.5 lm using a Metricon model 2010 M prism coupling sys-

tem, at room temperature. These values were assumed con-

stant for all transmissive wavelengths based on the literature

that shows refractive index exhibited changes of only �1%

from 1.547 to 10.591 lm.51 Samples were held in contact

with a single crystal Ge measurement prism. The refractive

index was measured 10 times to obtain an average with rela-

tive error 60.0003. Details of the Metricon system and how it

has been applied to ChG52 can be found in the literature.28,51

The overall thermal conductivity (kT) and specific heat

capacity (cv) were measured using the transient plane source

(TPS) method (ThermTest, TPS 3500, Fredericton Canada).

Specimens were cut from bulk glass rods to a nominal thick-

ness of 2.5 mm and polished to 0.5 lm finish similar to those

for spectroscopic measurements. The TPS sensor acts as

both a heat source and resistance thermometer. As electric

power is supplied to the sensor, the increase in mean temper-

ature TðsÞ of the specimen can be directly related to the vari-

ation in the sensor resistance RðTÞ using Equation (21)

RðTðsÞÞ ¼ R0½1þ aTðTðsÞ � T0Þ�; (21)

where R0 is the initial resistance at T0, the initial tempera-

ture, and aT is the temperature coefficient of resistance

(TCR). The mean temperature of the sensor is given by

Equation (22)

T sð Þ ¼ Pi

p3=2rsjT
D sð Þ; (22)

where Pi is the input power, rs is the radius of the sensor,

and DðsÞ is a shape function. From Equation (22), kT can be

solved for algebraically. The specific heat was determined

indirectly with Equation (23)

cv ¼
kT

DT
; (23)

where DT is the thermal diffusivity. This can be obtained

through Equations (21) and (24) based on a plot of the

recorded temperature versus DðsÞ, where t is the time

D sð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tDT

r2
s

s
: (24)

Step wise, pulsed heating (power¼ 10 mW and pulse length-

¼ 0.1 s) was used to generate the resistively measured

temperature–response curves. A minimum of five tests were

performed for each data point, and the standard deviation is

noted by the error bars shown (if no error bars are seen then

they are within the size of the data points). cv was converted

to cp through division by the measured specimen’s density.

Transverse, CT , and longitudinal, CL, vibrational veloci-

ties for the calculation of the Debye frequency and tempera-

ture were measured using a Panametrics model 500PR

Pulser-Reciever with 5 MHz longitudinal and transverse

wave transducers (Panametrics Model V110 & V156, respec-

tively). Short ultrasonic pulse waves were transmitted into

the material, and the resulting back wall echoes were used to

measure the acoustic velocities. Specimens were prepared

identically to those measured with the TPS method. All sonic

properties were measured at room temperature and ambient

pressure.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure

Raman analysis was performed on all AsxSe1-x composi-

tions in order to gain insight into the changing bond structure

of the glasses. Figure 1 shows the Raman shift data for select

compositions spanning hri¼ 2.2 to 2.5. The spectra show a

singular region in which multiple peaks corresponding to

different structures are overlapping. Previous studies have

attributed the large peak (240–260 cm�1) to Se chain or ring-

like fragments.53–56 The large peak at 210–240 cm�1 has

been attributed to AsSe3 pyramidal units.53,54,56 Finally,

As4Se4 and As4Se3 cage-like molecules can be seen as a

small shoulder (260–300 cm�1).53,54,56 At low coordination

numbers, hri¼ 2.2 (As0.2Se0.8), we see a large peak around

�255 cm�1 indicating a large presence of Se chain frag-

ments. A small peak is observed at 220 cm�1, indicating the

145101-4 Lonergan et al. J. Appl. Phys. 120, 145101 (2016)
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presence of AsSe3 pyramidal units as well. The larger inten-

sity of the peak at 255 cm�1 corresponds well to the floppy,

chain-like structure predicted by topological constraint the-

ory in this compositional space. As we increase the coordina-

tion number, hri¼ 2.3 (As0.3Se0.7), we see an increase in the

peak intensity at 220 cm�1, indicating that the structure is

becoming more rigid and homopolar Se-Se bonds are being

replaced by heteropolar As-Se bonds. At the topological

transition coordination number of hri¼ 2.4 (As0.4Se0.6), the

intensity of the 220 cm�1 compared to the 225 cm�1 peak is

large. This indicates that the structure is predominantly As-Se

bonding in the form of AsSe3 pyramidal units. It should also

be noted that the presence of a small shoulder at �275 cm�1

emerges and indicates the formation of As4Se4 and As4Se3

cage-like structures. These cage-like structures correspond

to the increased crosslinking and rigidity expressed in topo-

logical constraint theory around the transition number of

hri¼ 2.4. Therefore, it has been experimentally verified that

topological constraint theory is a suitable model in which to

correlate structure changes in AsxSe1-x glasses.

B. Physical and optical property characterization

To obtain the requisite inputs for the thermal property

calculations defined above, various physical and optical

property measurements were carried out on the target glass

compositions including density, absorption coefficient, and

refractive index.

The measured values for density, shown in Figure 2,

agree well with the literature data for all compositions below

hri¼ 2.4.30,57 It should be noted that all data presented here

are for studies which were performed on glasses made with

As and Se of 5 N purity and density measurements which

used the Archimedes’ method with distilled water. The dis-

crepancies in density above hri¼ 2.5 are most likely due to

glass processing conditions, as the study by Mohan did not

indicate melt, quench, or annealing temperature. Different

structural units, such as the As4Se4 and As4Se3 units found

in Se deficient glasses, could be more sensitive to kinetic

conditions than longer Se chains found within Se rich glasses

and cause the shift in trends seen above hri¼ 2.4. Therefore,

changes in the kinetics due to quench temperature could

result in differences in the final structure of the glass.

As can be seen in Figure 2, the density of the bulk glass

increased linearly with increasing coordination number, hri,
until hri¼ 2.4 and then decreased. The lowest measured den-

sity was 4.44 g/cm3 for As0.2Se0.8 (hri¼ 2.2), and the highest

density measured was 4.63 g/cm3 for As0.4Se0.6 (hri¼ 2.4).

The trend in density is consistent with topological constraint

theory and Raman analysis. Compositions with low hri val-

ues, and high Se contents, such as As0.2Se0.8 (hri¼ 2.2), con-

tain loosely packed Se chain-like structures. The peak in

density at hri¼ 2.4 is most likely due to the highly efficient

packing of atoms correlating with the formation of As2Se3

pyramidal units. High hri valued compositions such as

As0.5Se0.5(hri> 2.4) are made up of highly cross linked

As-Se units in the form of both AsSe3 pyramidal units and

As4Se3(4) cage-like units.58,59 The decrease in density after

hri¼ 2.4 indicates that the cage like units are less dense than

the AsSe3 pyramidal units. Therefore, as more and more

homopolar bonds of either As-As (cage like units) or Se-Se

(chain like units) are added, less efficient packing is

observed. The effect of density on total thermal conductivity

can be seen in Equations (2) and (4). Therefore, solely based

on density, a maximum in total thermal conductivity would

be expected at hri¼ 2.4.

As noted above, a key to quantifying the photonic con-

tribution, kp, to the overall kT is an assessment of optical

transport behavior within the glass. Figures 3(a) and 3(b)

show the absorption coefficient versus wavelength measured

by (a) UV-Vis spectroscopy and (b) FTIR spectroscopy for

the seven As-Se compositions. A shift in the band edge

towards the IR can be seen at the low wavelength band edge

as the coordination number increases from hri¼ 2.2 to 2.4

(x¼ 0.2 to 0.4). Subsequently, a UV shift is seen with

increasing coordination number after hri¼ 2.4 (compositions

x¼ 0.45 and 0.5). The overall absorption coefficient

increases beyond 12 lm when examining a across the

glasses’ transmissive regime in the infrared from �0.8 lm to

18 lm. An inflection in aavg, Table I, is once again observed

at hri¼ 2.4 (x¼ 0.4) which can be explained by the correla-

tion between optical band gap, absorption coefficient, and

bond energy as shown in the following equation:

FIG. 1. Raman spectra of bulk AsxSe1-x samples from x¼ 0.2 to 0.5.
FIG. 2. Density of As-Se compositions with respect to the coordination

number, hri. Values from this study and other references for the same series

of As-Se materials are shown for comparison.
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ah� ¼ Bðh� � EgÞr; (25)

where Eg is the optical energy gap, B is a constant, and r is

an index which can have a value of 1=2 for allowed direct

transition, 2 for allowed indirect transition, 3/2 for direct

forbidden transition, and 3 for indirect forbidden transi-

tion.31,56–59 For glasses such as those examined here, it

would be expected to be 2. Assuming h� is larger than Eg,

this equation indicates that the absorption coefficient should

increase as the optical band gap decreases and vice versa.

Eg was determined from a Tauc plot of ðah�Þ1=2
versus

h�, and the resulting values can be found in Figure 4.60

Trends with coordination number and composition are con-

sistent with the reported literature on thin films, but the over-

all values are lower.61 It has been shown that the optical

band gap has a linear relationship with heat of formation as

shown in the following equation:62

Eg ¼ aðHS � bÞ: (26)

Here, a and b are constants and HS is the heat of formation.

Literature values for bond energy (which is directly related

to HS) as well as measured physical and optical values can

be seen in Table I.32,63 Bond energy, and therefore HS, will

increase as hri increases from 2.2 to 2.4 and decrease from

2.4 to 2.5. Hence, it is consistent that the observed trends in

both band gap and absorption coefficient can be explained

by the chemical ordering of the glass.

The relationship between the glass structure and absorp-

tion coefficient is also important to thermal properties as

shown in Equation (6) which indicates that photonic thermal

conduction should have an inverse relationship to the

average optical absorption coefficient. Therefore, the portion

of photonic conduction, kp; to total thermal conductivity, kT ,

would be expected to be dependent on absorption coefficient

and decreases as hri¼ 2.4 (x¼ 0.4) is approached.

Figure 5 shows a peak in refractive index at coordination

number hri¼ 2.4 (x¼ 0.4). The refractive index increases

from hri¼ 2.2 to 2.4 (x¼ 0.2 to 0.4) and decreases from

hri¼ 2.4 to 2.5 (compositions x¼ 0.45 and 0.5). The refrac-

tive index can be described by the single oscillator model

proposed by Wemple and DiDomenico as shown in the

following equation:64,65

n2 ¼ ðEdE0Þ=ðE2
0 � E2Þ; (27)

where n is the refractive index, E0 is the average energy gap,

E is the photon energy, and Ed is the dispersion energy.

Assuming the Ed is the same for all specimens and given that

E must be identical, since they were all tested at k¼ 4.5 lm,

the refractive index can be expected to follow an inverse E0

relationship. From Figure 4, it is known that E0 has a mini-

mum at hri¼ 2.4; therefore, it is expected that a maximum

refractive index would be seen at this point, which is

observed. From Equation (6), the photonic thermal conduc-

tivity has a quadratic polynomial dependence with refractive

index. Therefore, it is expected that the fractional portion of

photonic conduction dependent on refractive index will

increase as hri¼ 2.4 is approached.

FIG. 3. Transmission spectra (in terms

of absorption coefficient) measured

from (a) UV-Vis spectroscopy and (b)

FTIR spectroscopy on the glass com-

positions of interest (listed in terms of

hri values).

TABLE I. Coordination number, density, index, average absorption coeffi-

cient, and bond energy for As-Se compositions.

As Se hri q n aavg Bond energy

at.f. at.f. C.N. (g/cm3) a.u. (cm�1) (kJ/mol)

0.5 0.5 2.5 4.5 2.6604 0.82 As-As

0.45 0.55 2.45 4.57 2.7432 0.92 18363

0.4 0.6 2.4 4.63 2.7916 1.13 Se-Se

0.35 0.65 2.35 4.58 2.7327 0.90 20632

0.3 0.7 2.3 4.52 2.6708 0.87 As-Se

0.25 0.75 2.25 4.49 2.6222 0.78 21832

0.2 0.8 2.2 4.44 2.5736 0.73 FIG. 4. Optical energy gap as determined from a Tauc plot of ðah�Þ1=2
ver-

sus h�.
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C. Thermal properties

Figure 6 shows the glass transition temperature (Tg) ver-

sus coordination number, hri, for the seven glass composi-

tions in this study. Included are two commercially available

stoichiometric As2Se3 glasses, along with glasses that were

subjected to purification methods (Danto) to remove low

levels of oxide impurity.1,33,66–68 A summary of all thermal

properties measured can be found in Table II. The lowest Tg

for the current work was found to be 118 �C for As0.2Se0.8

(hri¼ 2.2), and the highest Tg was 203 �C for As0.4Se0.6

(hri¼ 2.4). Although the T g values measured in this study

are somewhat higher than previous measurements, it is worth

noting the high purity starting powders and that Danto et al.
observed an increase in Tg for increasing purity of As2Se3.1

The trend in Tg with coordination number can be attributed

to the mean atomic bonding energies of the glass structure.

A glass with higher mean bonding energies will have a

higher glass transition point as more energy is required to

relax the structure and break bonds. As the As content

increases, three-fold As atoms (UAs-Se¼ 218 kJ/mol) substi-

tute for two-fold Se atoms (USe-Se¼ 206 kJ/mol) which

increases the bonding energy, resulting in an increase in

Tg.32 A peak in Tg is measured at hri¼ 2.4 (x¼ 0.4) which

corresponds to the unstressed rigid phase in which most of

the bonding is heteropolar, As-Se, and the glassy structure is

dominated by pyramidal AsSe3 units. Further increase of the

As content takes us into the stressed rigid phase in which the

network is over constrained, and the presence of homopolar

As-As (UAs-As¼ 183 kJ/mol) bonding and As4Se4 and

As4Se3 cage-like molecule appear.63 The lower energy of

this bonding pair and these cage-like units contribute to a

reduction in Tg. Therefore, the trends in Tg reflect the chang-

ing mean bond energy of the resulting compositions.

Figure 7 shows the heat capacity of the As-Se composi-

tions with respect to the coordination number. Overall, a

slight increase in heat capacity was observed from hri¼ 2.2

to 2.5 which corresponds to increasing As content. The low-

est heat capacity was measured for As0.35Se0.65 (hri¼ 2.35)

with 0.240 J/g�K, and the highest heat capacity was for

As0.5Se0.5 (hri¼ 2.5) with 0.298 J/g�K. With the exception of

the IRG 26 (SCHOTT) data, where the measurement tech-

nique was not defined, these values compare well with previ-

ously measured As-Se binary compositions.49 Debye theory

calculations were used in order to explain the overall trend

from hri¼ 2.2 to 2.5. These values, along with calculated

values for the Debye temperature, are found in Table III

showing that hD varied from 135 to 167 K. It can be shown

at high temperatures (T � hD) that xD 	 1. If one assumes

FIG. 5. Refractive index measurements performed at room temperature and

k¼ 4.5 lm. Error bars reside within the data points and are generated from a

minimum of ten measurements.

FIG. 6. Glass transition temperatures (Tg) of As-Se compositions as a func-

tion of coordination number. Other data for the same series of As-Se materi-

als are shown for comparison.1,33,66–68

TABLE II. Glass transition temperature, heat capacity, total, photonic, and

lattice thermal conductivity for As-Se compositions.

As Se hri Tg cp kT kp kl

at.f. at.f. C.N. ( �C) (J/g�K) (W/m�K) (W/m�K) (W/m�K)

0.5 0.5 2.5 184 0.298 0.166 0.159 0.007

0.45 0.55 2.45 200 0.260 0.199 0.154 0.045

0.4 0.6 2.4 203 0.288 0.232 0.144 0.088

0.35 0.65 2.35 167 0.240 0.217 0.161 0.056

0.3 0.7 2.3 147 0.258 0.210 0.170 0.040

0.25 0.75 2.25 129 0.278 0.196 0.171 0.025

0.2 0.8 2.2 118 0.261 0.188 0.173 0.015

FIG. 7. Measured and calculated heat capacities versus coordination number

for As-Se compositions at 25 �C.
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that room temperature qualifies as high temperature for

AsxSe1-x compositions, then Equation (14) reduces to

cv ffi 3Nk
3

x3
D

ðxD

0

x2dx

� �
� 3Nk: (28)

In the case of the high temperature limit, all specific heat val-

ues, cv, should be invariant and approach a value of 25 J/

mol�K, and the heat capacity, cp, should have a trend which

is inversely proportional to the molecular weight of each

composition. This has been experimentally verified in other

systems.46,47 The calculated heat capacities, using the Debye

model, for all AsxSe1-x compositions are shown in Figure 7

and Table III. For the As2Se3 composition, this value would

equate to a heat capacity of 0.323 J/g�K which is 11% higher

than the measured value of 0.288 J/g�K. Therefore, the slight

increase in heat capacity measured with increasing As con-

tent is consistent with measured acoustic velocities and

Debye theory for the case of the high temperature limit.

Figure 8(a) shows total thermal conductivity values mea-

sured in this study at room temperature from hri¼ 2.2 to 2.5

(x¼ 0.2 to 0.4) along with values reported from previous

studies.23,25–27 A large variation can be seen for these data

across all coordination values; for example, the reported val-

ues for As0.4Se0.6 (hri¼ 2.4) vary from 0.21 W/m�K to

0.49 W/m�K.23,25 This represents a variance of 57% amongst

the reported values. The most likely reason for the large dis-

crepancy as discussed earlier is the difference in testing meth-

ods. Both steady state and transient testing methods appear to

follow similar trends. The steady state methods used by

Alieva and Kuriyama yield values that are higher than the

transient methods with a larger degree of scatter.23,25 This

scatter is most likely intrinsic to the steady state method

based on the complexity of specimen fabrication and experi-

mental setup. Contrary to the steady state method, all tran-

sient methods have values that lie close together and tend to

agree on an overall trend. This is most likely due to the sim-

plicity of sample fabrication as well as experimental setup

which results in higher precision and accuracy. These data

also agree with the published thermal conductivities for com-

mercially available As2Se3 from Amorphous Materials and

SCHOTT.66,67 It is therefore likely that the transient testing

methods are more accurate and represent more directly the

intrinsic thermal properties of the As-Se compositions.

Figure 8(b) shows the total thermal conductivity values

for measurements made only with transient measurement

techniques. These data represent for the first time a transient

method has been employed to systematically bridge the full

coordination region from hri¼ 2.2 to 2.5, as shown. The low-

est thermal conductivity from the current study was

0.166 W/m�K measured for As0.5Se0.5 (hri¼ 2.5), and the

highest total thermal conductivity was 0.232 W/m�K mea-

sured for As0.4Se0.6 (hri¼ 2.4). These reported values agree

well with values reported from Rozov and Hayes, as well as

data from commercial material datasheets showing an

increase in total thermal conductivity from hri¼ 2.2 to 2.4

and a decrease from hri¼ 2.4 to 2.5.26,27 Ultimately, the cur-

rent study is the first study to systematically study thermal

conductivity around the hri¼ 2.4 topological and chemical

ordering transition number, therefore systematically verify-

ing that the highest thermal conductivities are indeed mea-

sured for As2Se3.

Figure 9 shows various contributions of photon thermal

conductivity, kp, and lattice (phonon) thermal conductivity, kl,

as calculated from the (measured) total thermal conductivity,

kT , using the equations and assumptions above. As can

be seen, photonic thermal conductivity, kp, decreases with

increasing coordination number with an inflection at hri¼ 2.4.

The lowest measured photon conductivity is 0.144 W/m�K for

As0.4Se0.6 (hri¼ 2.4), and the highest measured photon con-

ductivity is 0.173 W/m�K for As0.2Se0.8 (hri¼ 2.2). This is

opposite to the trend of lattice thermal conductivity in which a

peak value of 0.088 W/m�K was determined at As0.4Se0.6

(hri¼ 2.4). One can interpret the decreasing photonic conduc-

tion around hri¼ 2.4 based on the increasing absorption

TABLE III. Acoustic measurements and thermal property calculations using

vibrational phonon theory.

As Se hri CL CT xD hD kl Slack cp Debye

at.f. at.f. C.N. (m/s) (m/s) (THz) (K) (W/m�K) (J/g�K)

0.5 0.5 2.5 2062 1075 2.90 139 0.022 0.325

0.45 0.55 2.45 2230 1169 3.16 152 0.051 0.324

0.4 0.6 2.4 2353 1282 3.48 167 0.067 0.323

0.35 0.65 2.35 2247 1209 3.27 157 0.056 0.322

0.3 0.7 2.3 2211 1185 3.19 153 0.052 0.321

0.25 0.75 2.25 2074 1096 2.95 141 0.041 0.320

0.2 0.8 2.2 2052 1107 2.81 135 0.036 0.319

FIG. 8. Measured total thermal conductivity, kT, values for (a) various mea-

surement methods found in the literature and (b) kT values obtained from

transient technique measurements.
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coefficient of the glasses near this coordination number.

Equation (6) shows that photon thermal conduction behaves

inversely of the average absorption coefficient of the material.

Therefore, as more radiation energy is absorbed and converted

to lattice vibrations, less is available to optically transport

thermal energy through the material. The increasing alpha of

compositions as they approach hri¼ 2.4, as seen in Table I,

clearly shows this is the case. Ultimately, the current measure-

ments and calculations have shown that photonic conduction

comprises anywhere from 60% to 95% of the total thermal

conductivity of a binary Asx-Se1-x glass at room temperature.

In order to further verify that photon conduction is the

primary heat conduction mechanism, the total thermal con-

ductivity, kT , of As0.4Se0.6 was measured from �150 �C to

150 �C which can be seen in Figure 10. From Equation (6), it

would be expected that a material with photon dominated

conduction would exhibit increasing total thermal conductiv-

ity with increasing temperature due to the T3 dependence of

photon conduction mechanism. With regards to the lattice

conduction mechanism, Umklapp scattering should dominate

and ultimately limit the lattice thermal conductivity above

the Debye temperature, which is equivalent to �106 �C for

As0.4Se0.6 based on calculations made in this study.

Therefore, the lattice heat conduction mechanism would

decrease with either an exponential or inverse temperature

dependence based on how far the temperature of the solid is

from the Debye temperature of the material. Although the

total thermal conductivity does not follow a T3 trend, an

increasing thermal conductivity for all temperatures is seen.

Therefore, the measured behavior of total thermal conductiv-

ity with varying temperature agrees with the results found

previously that AsxSe1-x glasses are dominated by photon

conduction mechanisms.

The trends in the lattice thermal conductivity were ana-

lyzed using the Slack model as shown in Equation (15). The

model is ultimately meant for a crystalline lattice which

required some assumptions to be made. The lattice parameter

was chosen based on DFT glass structure simulations of

As2Se3 in which the radial distribution function showed that

the furthest spaced distribution of local connectivity was

approximately 5.75 Å.69 Similarly, the Gr€uneisen parameter

was chosen to be c¼ 0.75 based on crystalline chalcogen sol-

ids (ZnSe, CdTe to name a few) with low Debye tempera-

tures (hD < 150 K).48 Sound velocities and resulting Debye

theory thermal property calculations can be found in Table

III. The Slack model lattice thermal conductivities are plot-

ted against the experimentally determined lattice thermal

conductivities from previously in this study (Figure 11). It is

immediately obvious that the Slack model does not predict

the same degree of change with composition. For instance,

the difference between the lowest measured lattice thermal

conductivity (As0.5As0.5) and the highest (As0.4Se0.6) from

the previously determined data is 92.1%, and the slack model

predicts only a 47% change. Regardless of the ultimate accu-

racy of this phonon vibration based model, the predicted val-

ues are on the same order of magnitude and exhibit the same

compositional trends as derived from the kinetic gas, photon

transport based model. It should also be noted that the densi-

ties increased by 7% from hri¼ 2.2. to 2.4. This indicates

that both topological and bond energy changes are responsi-

ble for the trends seen in lattice conductivity. Ultimately, the

primary reason for the increase in lattice thermal conductiv-

ity as one approaches As2Se3 (hri¼ 2.4) is due to the increas-

ing acoustic velocities. This correlates with an increase in

bond energy which ultimately leads to increased phonon

vibrational frequencies.39

FIG. 9. Calculated thermal conductivity contributions (lattice and photon)

for As-Se compositions as a function of coordination number.

FIG. 10. Measured values of total thermal conductivity for As0.4Se0.6 from

�150 �C to 150 �C.

FIG. 11. Lattice thermal conductivity calculated using the Slack model com-

pared to experimentally determined lattice thermal conductivity.
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The reasons for the extremely low lattice thermal con-

ductivity, below photon conduction even at room tempera-

ture, for As-Se glassy compositions are believed to be

associated with several issues. The first reason for low lattice

thermal conductivity in As-Se, and amorphous materials in

general, is the lack of long range order. This leads to

extremely low minimum free paths of the phonon carriers

(k). A value of 1.3 Å was determined by using Equation (4)

to back calculate the mean phonon path length. This indi-

cates that the average phonon wave within an AsxSe1-x glass

undergoes some form of scattering event, essentially after

every atomic bond length. The second reason for the low lat-

tice thermal conductivity for As-Se (compared, for instance,

to a silicate glass) is the low bond energy, as these are

directly related to bond stiffness and phonon carrier

velocities.39 For instance, the bond energy of As-Se is

�200 kJ/mol compared to that for a silicate glass in which

the Si-O bond energy is �450 kJ/mol, which results in a 2�
reduction in bond energy in the ChG.32,70

From the calculations presented within this study, we

have shown that the photonic conduction comprises any-

where from 60% to 95% of the total thermal conductivity of

the binary As-Se glasses examined, greatly outweighing the

lattice contribution. This lends quantitative evidence that

thermal transport within AsxSe1-x glasses, while impacted

by, and directly proportional to, the glasses’ lattice and

extent of connectivity, is more dramatically impacted by the

magnitude of intrinsic (optical) absorption. Despite the

inflection at the topological hri¼ 2.4 value, the larger contri-

bution of kp clearly dominates thermal transport behavior.

This then suggests that a highly coordinated ChG such as

those largely employed in commercial applications will be

limited in their conductivity by their optical transparency.

V. CONCLUSION

This study represents the first investigation aimed at

quantifying the fractional thermal transport mechanisms seen

in binary AsxSe1-x compositions ranging from x¼ 0.2 to 0.5.

High purity (5 N) elemental powders of both As and Se were

melt quenched in the traditional manner, and these high purity

glasses were examined using a transient measurement method

(conductivity and heat capacity). Characteristic structure anal-

ysis (density) was performed on the same glasses to serve as

inputs for calculations of specific heat capacity, and the high-

est density measured was 4.63 g/cm3 for As0.4Se0.6 (hri¼ 2.4).

In order to determine the photonic thermal conduction, the

average absorption coefficient of the transmissive regime and

the refractive index of the glasses were measured in the

absorbing (UV-VIS) and transmissive (infrared) regions of the

spectrum. The measured absorption coefficients, which

ranged from 0.73 for hri¼ 2.2 to 1.13 for hri¼ 2.4, followed

fundamental quantum mechanics based expressions based on

bond energies which were then correlated with topological

structure. Index data measured within the transmission win-

dow (4.5 lm) for the glasses obeyed the single oscillator

model proposed by Wemple and DiDomenico. A peak in

refractive index of n¼ 2.7916 was observed at coordination

number hri¼ 2.4. The large discrepancy in the measured total

thermal conductivity, kT , compiled from this study and those

of other efforts were found to be primarily due to measure-

ment techniques (transient versus steady state) used. In addi-

tion, measured values of kT for stoichiometric As2Se3 found

in this study agree well with those published by commercial

glass vendors.

Total thermal conductivity increased from hri¼ 2.2 to

2.4 with the highest total thermal conductivity measured for

As0.4Se0.6 (hri¼ 2.4) with a value of 0.232 W/m�K. An

inflection was observed at hri¼ 2.4 with the lowest thermal

conductivity of 0.166 W/m�K measured for As0.5Se0.5

(hri¼ 2.5). The overall trend in total thermal conductivity kT

can be expressed by a derivation of the classical kinetic free

gas model in which the changes in mean free path and carrier

velocity can be used to explain property variation expected

based on topological constraint and bond energy. The indi-

vidual contributions to the overall thermal conductivity for

both photon, kp, and lattice thermal conductivity, kl, were

quantified for the first time. For stoichiometric As2Se3, a

value of 0.144 W/m�K was measured for kp and

0.088 W/m�K was measured for kl. Photonic conduction was

found to be the dominant carrier mechanisms in all composi-

tions comprising anywhere from 60% to 95% of the total

thermal conductivity.
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